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Founded by Peter Nieuwkerk, owner of the Budelpack 

Group. 

Gastronology in Bergen op Zoom has been working since 

2019 on the development of 3D food recipes, 3D food 

designs and 3D food production technology.

Our dream: to make tasty and healthy food available for 

everyone. 

REFINING WHAT’S GOOD.



Dysphagia patients 

(chewing and swallowing 

problems)

Children in the age 

of 4-12 years 

Oncology patients 

(personalized nutrition)



Recipe development by  

SVH masterchef Eugène Swalen



Natural shape, fresh vegetables, natural taste, edible with a spoon



Fresh and colorful vegetables, funny shapes





Produktieproces





Produktieproces



Produktieproces





April 2021:

8 vegetable recipes 
ready for dysphagia 

patients

Febr-May 2021: 

Research at 
health care 
institutions 

together with 
HAS University 

Jun-Dec 2021: 
development of 

industrial 3D-
food printer

Ongoing: 
continued 

development of 
recipes

Q1-2022:
start industrial 

production. 
Target: 2.000 KG 

per day 



Disadvantages minced food: 

- Not appealing 

- Shapeless mash

- Unrecognizable taste 

- Missing out on social eating moments 



?



BAMI WITH BABI PANGANG



?



MASHED POTATOES, CAULIFLOWER, MEATBALL



?



MEATBALL WITH GRAVY



Test set-up: tasting and test forms 

• 2 tests, 4 different places 

• With 6 + 8 people with dysphagia (different kinds: Huntington, MS, old age)

• With 13 + 17 parties concerned (cooks, dieticians, occupational therapists, caregivers)



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

Food textures and drink thicknesses can be defined by the 
IDDSI scale (international dysphagia diet standardization 
initiative) 



The participants and those who are involved have different perceptions of what is important:

Social

Taste

Because we have to

Tasty food 

No moping

Music

Eating experience participants Eating experience according to those involved 

Social

Smell
Color

Taste
Appearance 

Tasty food

Social activity



- Very positive reactions from both the participants and those involved

- Recipes were not yet optimal at the time of testing and are currently being optimized

- The participants are more likely to suffer from the stickiness of the recipes than people without 

dysphagia, so it is important to set up a panel of people with dysphagia and occupational 

therapists 

- Patients with dementia could benefit greatly (they no longer recognize the food and start playing with it).

Due to ethical aspects, patients with dementia were not included in the test.



More positive eating experience:

- Looks appealing 

- Delicious, authentic flavors 

- Recognizable shapes

- Rejoining the normal daily routine with others 

People can again enjoy a fresh and tasty meal with 

3D printed food from Gastronology



Partners


